1.0 PURPOSE
To inform all Field Service and Technical Support personnel of a change in the UI-MICS board requirement to have a Touchpad reset board installed.

2.0 SCOPE
There are two types of UI-MICS boards in the field; one that requires a Touchpad Reset board and one that has the Touchpad Reset board circuitry incorporated into the board.

The difference in the two types of boards can be identified by the orientation of Touchpad connector and its designation on the UI-MICS board.

- Boards with a Touchpad connector J10 require a Touchpad Reset board to be installed in connector J9.
- Boards with a Touchpad connector J10S has the Touchpad Reset circuitry integrated into the UI-MICS board and does not require a separate Touchpad Reset board to be installed.

Below are pictures showing the different orientation of the Touchpad connector and the different connector designation:

![Requires Touchpad Reset Board](image)

![Does not require Touchpad Reset Board](image)

If there are any questions regarding this bulletin, contact Fresenius Technical Support at 800-227-2572.
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